Strain-induced inflammation in pulmonary alveolar tissue due to mechanical ventilation.
Inflammation is the body's attempt at self-protection to remove harmful stimuli, including damaged cells, irritants, or pathogens and begin the healing process. In this study, strain-induced inflammation in pulmonary alveolar tissue under high tidal volume is investigated through a combination of an inflammation model and fluid structure interaction (FSI) analysis. A realistic three-dimensional organ model for alveolar sacs is built, and FSI is employed to evaluate strain distribution in alveolar tissue for different tidal volume (TV) values under the mechanical ventilation (MV) condition. The alveolar tissue is treated as a hyperelastic solid and provides the environment for the tissue constituents. The influence of different strain distributions resulting from different tidal volumes is investigated. It is observed that strain is highly distributed in the inlet area. In addition, strain versus time curves in different locations through the alveolar model reveals that middle layers in the alveolar region would undergo higher levels of strain during breathing under the MV condition. Three different types of strain distributions in the alveolar region from the FSI simulation are transferred to the CA model to study population dynamics of cell constituents under MV for different TVs; 200, 500 and 1000 mL, respectively. The CA model results suggests that strain distribution plays a significant role in population dynamics. An interplay between strain magnitude and distribution appears to influence healing capability. Results suggest that increasing TV leads to an exponential rise in tissue damage by inflammation.